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Roster of New Brunswick Roses

This list of Roses contains varieties which we know to be successful growers. We will be glad to advise regarding any other varieties not mentioned.

Special Offer

of

Ramblers for which there is always a favorable spot on Trellis, Arbor or just the back fence

Strong 2-year plants of the following varieties:

- Gardenia, double yellow flowers
- Cl. Am. Beauty, large rich pink
- Dorothy Perkins, a favorite pink
- Excelsa, an improved Crimson Rambler
- American Pillar, single pink with white eye
- Dr. Van Fleet, large blush pink
- Hiawatha, small pink with white eye
- White Dorothy, small double white

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One each</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two each</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six each</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twelve each</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Brunswick Nurseries

Lincoln Highway
South of New Brunswick, New Jersey
New Roses of 1921 and 1922 Introduction

**Souvenir de Claudius Pernet.** A beautiful clear yellow, in bud like a large tight pointed buttercup, color remains until petals fall.

$5.00 the Bush, $50 per dozen

**Mme. Butterfly.** Improved Ophelia, a combination of bright pink, apricot and gold. Unique for Corsages and for low table decorations.

$2.00 each, $20 per dozen


$3.00 the Bush, $30 per dozen

**Miss Lolita Armour.** The best American Rose yet produced. Large flowers that develop a deep suffusion, base of the petals rich golden-yellow with a coppery red coral-red with a golden coppery sheen.

$2.50 each, $25 per dozen

Recent Varieties of Great Merit

$1.50 each, $15 per dozen, $100 per 100

6 or more at dozen rate, 25 or more at 100 rate

**Chateau de Clos Vougeot.** Deepest red with velvety black shadings. A full rose delightfully fragrant. Productive bloomer but plant only a moderate grower.

**Columbia.** Large flowers of beautiful pink born on long stems. Color deepens instead of fading. Free from mildew or spot.

**Dora Hanson.** Peach pink deepening to dull crimson at center. Large size in bloom and bush.

**Golden Ophelia.** Bright buds of golden yellow, paling slightly at the outer edges. A great addition to the Yellow Roses.

**Los Angeles.** Luminous flame pink, toned with coral and shaded with yellow at base. Buds long and pointed. Its beauty and color are maintained until the petals fall.

**Louise Catherine Breslau.** Large oval shaped bud of coral-red tint shaded with chrome yellow. Flower very large and globular on opening and of a beautiful shrimp pink shaded with coppery orange and chrome yellow on reverse.

**Friedrichsrude.** Buds velvety red opening into deep red and large flowers. This bush is a low grower but flowers prolifically.

**Mme. Leon Pain.** Inside of petals light silvery salmon, salmon pink on outside, center orange salmon. Good Fall bloomer. Excellent foliage.

**Souvenir de la Malmaison.** Medium-size, compact flower, flesh pink, exquisite in bud, holding its petals tightly until full bloom, reminding one of an artificial rosette.

Hybrid Teas or Everblooming Varieties

$1.25 each, $12 per dozen, $90 per 100

6 or more at dozen rate, 25 or more at 100 rate

**Amalie De Greiff.** Rose color, tinted white; blooms long and shapely. Splendid variety for cutting.

**Antoine Rivoire.** Rosy flesh on yellow ground, edged with deep carmine, base yellow. A delightful combination.

**Arthur R. Goodwin.** A splendid Rose, presenting a wonderful transformation in color. When the buds first open the color is copper mixed with orange-red; later this is replaced by soft salmon-pink.
Hybrid Teas or Everblooming Varieties

Augustine Guinoisseau. The blooms are white, overlaid with soft blush, fragrant. Very free bloomer.


Duchess of Wellington. Intense saffron yellow. A fine, strong-featured Rose familiarly called the "Orange Killarney."

Duchess of Westminster. Handsome flowers of exquisite fragrance. The blooms are large in size, daintily formed, clear rose-madder, nearly bordering on brick-red.


Edith Part. Blooms are perfect in shape and of a lovely rich red, with a marked suffusion of deep salmon and coppery yellow; very sweetly perfumed.

Etoile de France. Velvety garnet-red cup, with center of vivid cerise. Flowers very large and full. Fragrant and of sturdy growth.

Florence Pemberton. Extra-large and excellent shape and form. Color creamy white, suffused with light pink, the edges of the petals being tinted lightly with peach-pink.

Francis Scott Key. A new red rose of exceptional fullness and of a peculiar shade of red—brick and purple being combined with the red.

Frau Karl Schmidt. Satinny pink, with silvery sheen. A very desirable Rose.

George C. Waud. Orange vermillion—a light red. Large flower of perfect shape, holding its color unusually well.

Gruss An Teplitz. One of the best garden Roses, giving many beautiful flowers over a long period. The flowers are crimson-scarlet. Fine for mass-planting and hedges.

Grange Colombe. Large full flower of good form; good light yellow; strong grower and prolific.

Gustav Grunerwald. Broad petals of bright carmine-pink, center yellow. The buds are long and pointed and the flowers are large, full, and of perfect form.

Harry Kirk. Bright primrose-amber-yellow. To its glowing color is added a delightful perfume. Harry Kirk should be in every Rose garden.

Hadley. We are enthusiastic about this wonderful Rose, which is an American variety, introduced in 1904. At Rose shows in 1913 and 1916 it created a sensation wherever exhibited. This newly crowned Queen of Rosedom is a beautifully formed flower of bright red.

H. V. Machin. A Rose of gigantic size, intensely black-grained, scarlet-crimson blooms are carried on rigid flower-stalks of sturdy, erect growth embellished with ideal, glaucous, beech-green foliage. Has been awarded several medals.

Irish Fireflame. This Rose possesses one of the most pleasing color combinations found in any variety. The long, pointed buds are deep maddery orange, splashed with crimson, expanding to large single flowers of rich, satiny old-gold.

Joukheer J. L. Mock. Large to very large full flower; long, pointed bud on long, stout stem. Outside of petals, brilliant carmine-rose, inner side silvery, rosy white. Very erect, strong grower with splendid stems for cutting. Wood almost thornless.

Killarney, Double White. A distinct Rose worthy of its name. It is similar to the famous Killarney in size, shape, and fragrance, but the color is snow-white instead of flesh-pink.

Killarney Queen. Blooms large and well formed from bud to the fully open flower. In color it is throughout a distinct, clear pink.

Lady Alice Stanley. A rose of remarkable vigor and size of flower. Outside of petals deep coral rose, inside pale flesh.
Hybrid Teas or Everblooming Varieties

Lady Ashtown. Extremely beautiful flowers of pale carmine-pink, shading to golden yellow at the base of the petals. The blooms are large, globular, and well formed.

Lady Hillingdon. One of the best Tea Roses of its color—deep apricot-yellow throughout. It is very beautiful in both bud and flower.

Lady Pirrie. The blooms are large and nicely formed, outside of the petals the color deep coppery reddish salmon, inside flushed fawn and copper.

Lady Ursula. The blooms are large, with broad, thick petals of great substance. In color Lady Ursula is a smooth flesh-pink.

La Tosca. The color is silvery pink with deeper center. Flowers large and full, abundantly produced. The bushes are vigorous growers, with sturdy, erect stems and deep heavy branching habit.

Laurent Carle. Bright crimson of large size; long stems, hardy grower and thrifty bloomer.

Mme. Caroline Testout. Light salmon-pink; very large and perfect flowers, of globular form, seldom coming malformed. A superb rose, either as a show or garden variety.

Mme. Edmee Metz. Finely formed flowers of rosy carmine, with silvery salmon shading. Large size and globular form. Vigorous; very free-flowering.

Mme. Edouard Herriot. The coral-red buds open to semi-double, medium sized flowers of coral-red, shaded with yellow and bright rosy scarlet, passing to prawn-red.

Mme. Jules Bouche. Handsome white blooms, with centers shaded primrose or lightest blush. Very vigorous grower, and developing into a well-shaped bush.

Mme. Jules Grolez. Large, full flowers, color bright china-rose. The bush is strong and produces many large flowers throughout the blooming season and until frost. A fine Rose for massing.

Mme. Ravary. Fine oval-shaped golden yellow buds, opening to very large, fairly full, orange-yel-

low flowers. Madame Ravary is exceedingly free-flowering and hardy.

Mme. Segond Weber. An exceedingly handsome flower of beautiful rosy salmon. The center of the bloom is somewhat higher than the outside petals, giving the individual flower a globular appearance.

Mary, Countess of Ilchester. Very large flower; glowing carmine. Good grower and of fine habit. Attractive, deep green foliage.

Marquise De Ganay. Very large, full flowers, growing on sturdy, erect plants. The color of this desirable Rose is clear bright silvery pink.

May Miller. Brilliant coppery rose, shaded with apricot and peach toward the edges of the petals. Vigorous grower; free bloomer.

Miss Alice de Rothschild. Deep yellow center with lighter edges. Buds rather light, but color deepens as they expand. Flowers medium size, very full, pointed in bud, cupped when open.

Miss Cynthia Forde. Clear, rich pink. The flower is very full, the petals beautifully imbricated. Growth remarkably strong and upright.

Milady. Crimson scarlet. Flowers large, full and well formed, carried on good, stiff stems.

Mrs. Aaron Ward. A strong bush producing a profusion of flowers all season. The buds are long and shapely and open into cup-shaped flowers of deep Indian-yellow, occasionally washed with salmon-rose.

Mrs. A. R. Waddell. Apricot yellow, orange and salmon. This rose is a simply wonderful, bushy grower, producing numerous blooms, and has exceedingly beautiful foliage.

Mrs. Charles Russell. The color is rosy carmine with rosy scarlet center. The blooms are large, globular, and of fine form when fully developed.
Hybrid Teas or Everblooming Varieties

Mrs. Wakefield Christie-Miller. Large, globular, peony-formed blooms of soft pearly blush, shaded salmon, outside of petals clear vermilion rose.

Natalie Bottner. Large full, perfectly formed flowers of pale soft flesh to creamy yellow, fading white, yellow base. The bushes are strong growers of erect, branching habit.

Old Gold. Vivid reddish orange, with coppery red and coppery apricot shadings. Medium-sized, moderately full flowers are produced in profusion.

Ophelia. By many rosarians Ophelia is considered the best Rose of its color. The blooms are large in size, full in form, and of very attractive appearance. The color is light salmon-pink-flesh, shading to yellow at the base of the petals.

Queen of Fragrance. Color lovely shell-pink, tipped with silver. It is particularly notable for its powerful and delicious fragrance, for which it was awarded the Clay Challenge Cup by the Royal Horticultural Society.

Radiance. An erect strong-growing Rose producing an abundance of light silvery flesh to salmon-pink flowers, suffused pink and yellow coppery red.

Red Radiance. The name describes it, for its color is deep red. The enormous, globular flowers are borne on heavy canes; attractive the whole season until frost.

Reine Marie D'Italie. Dard red, medium size flower, wide branching stems, a vigorous and popular bush.

Senator Mascuraud. Long handsome bud, opening to large, full globular flowers; sea-amber-yellow, with heavy egg-yolk-yellow marking in the center, turning to pale sulphur-yellow when fully expanded.

September Morn. A strikingly distinct and beautiful rose of large size; flowers borne on long, strong and erect stems; growth of the very strongest. Color delicate flesh.

Soleil d'Or. A vigorous straight-branching sort. Buds of lovely yellow, opening to large, full flowers from 3 to 4 inches in diameter, and of a glorious color varying from orange-yellow to a ruddy gold, shaded with nasturtium-red.

Souvenir Du President Carnot. This variety has fine, long, graceful buds on rigid stems. The flowers are large, globular in form, and of exquisite rosy flesh color, shaded with white at the edges of the petals.

Viscountess Folkestone. An old variety whose popularity seems to grow with the passing years. The flowers are very large, perfectly formed, and open well; their color is creamy white, passing to salmon-pink, and slightly darker in the center than at the petal edges.

Wellesley. A most fragrant garden Rose of a beautiful shade of pink; vigorous, healthy grower, remarkably free flowering, with fine keeping qualities.

William R. Smith. The bush is strong and vigorous, bearing many beautiful blooms of large size; opens freely in all weathers. The color of the individual flower is soft silvery white, shading and toning to a delicate soft peach-pink.

William Shean. Awarded Gold Medal by the National Rose Society. Its color is pure pink, delicately veined with ochre. The flowers are large, full, and of perfect form.

Willowmere. Carmine-coral-red, opening rich shrimp-pink, shaded yellow in the center and toning to carmine-pink at the petal edges.

Climbing Hybrid Teas

Same prices as Hybrid Teas

Climbing Etoile de France. A handsome flower, soft velvety crimson on the outer petals and vivid cerise in the center.

Climbing La France. A counterpart of the popular bush type except for its climbing habit.
Climbing Hybrid Teas

Climbing Pink Killarney. Clear, bright pink. A very attractive and vigorous-growing variety that will be as popular as the old Pink Killarney.

Climbing Gruss an Teplitz. A vigorous climber, attaining a height of 10 to 15 feet in a single season. When it first blooms in the spring it is a dazzling sheet of velvety crimson. Each bloom is produced singly on long stems, the same as the bush variety so well known. It produces blooms throughout the growing season.

Climbing Lady Ashtown. This lovely climber has exquisite flowers of pale carmine-pink, shading to golden yellow at the base. The blooms are large, globular, and well formed, with high center. A profuse bloomer.

Climbing Glorie De Dijon. Large full blooms of handsome creamy buff on the outer petals, orangy-yellow toward the center. Free-flowering.

Hybrid Perpetuals or June Roses
Sometimes blooming two and three times during the season

$1.00 each, $10 per dozen, $75 per 100
6 or more at dozen rate, 25 or more at 100 rate

American Beauty. Deep rose, shaded carmine; very large, globular flower, produced on long, stiff stems; richly perfumed. The well-known, high-priced flower of the American florist.

Captain Christy. Both bud and blossom of this old favorite are distinctive. The buds are plump, with backward curling petals which show to perfection the contrast of light and dark pink.

Captain Hayward. Light scarlet-crimson, full, perfectly formed flower of delightful fragrance. In addition to its other good qualities, this variety is the freest Autumn bloomer of any red in its class.

Frau Karl Druschki, syn. White American Beauty and Snow Queen. This is the queen of all white roses both in size and purity. The buds, however, are often tinged with pink, but this color appears only on the outside of the outer petals, and the flower opens to a pure snow-white.

General Jacqueminot. The old favorite “Jack” Rose is still popular. The blossoms are large, full, and globular, having an excellent cup-shaped form. In color they are brilliant scarlet-crimson, with deeper veining toward the petal bases.

Magna Charta. An old variety of great merit. The blooms are large in size and colored a rosy pinkish carmine. It is very fragrant and blooms in abundance.

Margaret Dickson. The National Rose Society has awarded this Rose a gold medal, and it well deserves the honor, for it is a dainty white variety, with pale flesh center, that wins the admiration of everyone.


Mrs. R. G. Sharman-Crawford. Large flowers of deep rosy pink, the outer petals being delicately flushed with pale flesh. Plant strong and vigorous.

Paul Neyron. The largest Rose in existence, frequently reaching 6 inches in diameter. The color is clear pink, shading to soft rose; has a delightful fragrance.


Sweet Briers
The Old Favorites
Same prices as above

Lord Penzance. A lovely shade of fawn or ecru, tinted with lemon. Vigorous.

Our Business Policy

1. We pledge our best efforts at all times and in all ways to grow and to supply to our customers the best quality of Nursery stock possible. Customers should realize that success depends, not only upon this stock, but also upon planting, care and weather, over which we have no control.

2. Our prices are as low as the cost of growing quality stock will permit.

3. The greater volume of our business is received through the mails and, like other "mail-order businesses," our terms are Cash with order unless by special credit arrangement.

4. We guarantee our Products to be of first quality, healthy and true to name when delivered. Any stock not meeting this guarantee will be replaced without charge by stock of same kind and quality, or of equal value, upon immediate notification thereof. We are responsible for such errors only to the amount originally paid.

5. If any stock sold by us should not live and grow during the first year after planting, through causes other than neglect, abuse or the weather, we agree to share such losses with our customers by replacing such stock of the same kind and quality, or of equal value, at one-half the original price paid, providing the stock has been paid for in accordance with our terms. Failure of spring planting must be reported on or before July 1st and of fall planting on or before May 1st.

6. Acceptance of goods sold by us indicates acceptance of these conditions.

FRED D. OSMAN, Prop.
NEW BRUNSWICK NURSERIES
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

DELIVER TO

ADDRESS

CITY

EXPRESS OFFICE

NOTE—Your remittance may be figured according to prices given in booklet; all prices for dormant Roses of all varieties include packing and transportation charges. We do not substitute for any Roses that may be sold out without your consent. That we may give prompt service please specify one or two alternative varieties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>ARTICLE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Polyantha or Baby Ramblers
Same prices as June Roses
Dwarf in Bush and Flower—Everblooming

Baby Rambler, Red. For planting in masses we can highly recommend Baby Rambler. The flowers are rich rosy crimson and are profusely produced over a long period.

Baby Tausendschon. Pink, changing to rosy carmine as flowers expand. Fine bedding Rose.

Katharina Zeimet. A very pleasing Rose, commonly known as the White Baby Rambler. The flowers are quite large in size, a pleasing creamy white color.

Edith Cavell. Blood red flowers with small white center; very prolific. A new variety.

Ellen Poulsen. The flowers of this desirable variety are large in size, have an elegant globular form, and are brilliant pink in color. Sturdy growers.

Greta Kluis. Full pink edged with white, globular form and very prolific. A new variety.

Mme. Cecile Brunner. The small flowers are bright rose, with yellowish center, and are borne in clusters; fragrant.

Orleans. An ideal Rose for massing. The flowers are brilliant geranium-red, tinted pink, with creamy white centers and carmine on the outside of the petals.

Yvonne Rabiere. The best white Baby Rambler, with full double flowers produced in great profusion; a variety, when once known, will remain very popular.

Hardy Climbers or Ramblers
75 cents each, $7.50 per dozen, $60 per 100
6 or more at dozen rate, 25 or more at 100 rate

American Pillar. Large single flowers are a lovely shade of cherry-pink, with a clear white eye.

Aviateur Bleriot. A strong-growing plant with beautiful glossy, insect and disease-proof foliage, and bearing large clusters of medium-sized full double flowers of a saffron-yellow, deepening to golden-yellow at the center.

Dr. W. Van Fleet. One of the most important climbing Roses. It has a perfectly formed bud which is long and pointed, deep pink in color, and very solid. In addition to its wonderful profusion in blooming, the large glossy foliage has a great decorative value during the entire season.

Dorothy Perkins. The blossoms of medium size, are produced abundantly in large clusters, and are a delightful soft blush-pink color. They are very fragrant and retain their color a long time.

Excelsa. A worthy substitute for Crimson Rambler, with all the profusion of crimson bloom in June. Unquestionably the best double red rambler.

Flower of Fairfield. (The Everblooming Crimson Rambler.) It carries the crimson splendor of the type from spring even into November.

Gardenia. The old-fashioned double yellow borne in clusters.


Rosiere. An improved Tausendschon with the same habit of growth and general characteristics, but superior in color—a deeper and more even shade of cerise-pink. Very free bloomer.

Silver Moon. The long well-shaped buds are creamy yellow on first appearance and have a faint tea scent, opening into immense flowers, often reaching 5 inches in diameter. The blooms are semi-double in form, with the center petals undulated and curled, but all of a pure waxy whiteness, the center being a mass of bright yellow stamens, thus giving a wonderful contrast. The glossy foliage is immune from disease of any kind.
Hardy Climbers or Ramblers

White Dorothy Perkins. A handsome pure white sport from the old favorite Dorothy Perkins, and it has all of the finer qualities found in that charming variety. It fills a long felt want in the list of white Roses, and is as popular as its pink parent.

Wild Roses
For planting among shrubs, as hedges and in wild spots
50 cents each, $5 per dozen, $40 per 100

Rosa Carolina. (Swamp Rose.) Hardy in either wet or dry soil. Shrubbery growth pretty pink flowers.

Rosa Nitida. Bright pink, single flower.

Rosa Multiflora. Strong growing, with long arching canes almost covered with white clusters in June.

Rosa Rugosa Alba. Single white.

Rosa Rugosa Rubra. Single flower, rosy crimson, orange scarlet fruit.


Smaller Size Roses at Less Cost
The Roses which we send out at the prices given are First Grade Two Year Bushes all measured up to a high standard.

In Hybrid Teas they must measure not less than 18" from the top of the roots to the top of the branches, and must have not less than 3 branches of a thickness not less than 1/4".

The exceptions to this rule are a few low growers or dwarfed varieties, such as

Souvenir de Claudius Pernet
Chateau de Clos Vougeot
Friedrichsruhe
All Polyanthas or Baby Ramblers

These must measure not less than 12" and have 3 or more branches.

Sometimes our bushes come to you already pruned for planting, in which case the number and thickness of the branches still prove their standard.

Hybrid Perpetuals must measure not less than 24" and have not less than 4 branches from the ground.

Rose Bushes which fall below these high standards are sold as Second Grade Rose Bushes at just half price.

These are to be compared with Roses sometimes sold as Star Roses or Two Year Bushes. They can be grown successfully if unusual care is given them.

We also sell Roses unnamed except by colors at half the price of June Roses. These are large bushes which have been found out of place in the rows, and to eliminate possible errors we mark them by colors, red, pink or white.

In case either of these classes of Roses are desired, please specify on your order Second Grade Bushes or name the color of the unnamed varieties that you prefer.

All Rose Bushes that we sell carry our very liberal replacement policy as printed on the back of Order Blank.
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